We consider the problem of estimating a random process defined along a one-dimensional track using measurements from a sensor which traverses this track.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the problem of recursive estimation of a random process defined along a one-dimensional track traversed by a moving sensor. Problems of this type arise in a variety of applications. For example, small variations in the gravitational field of the earth are often measured and mapped using data obtained from ships which travel along prescribed trajectories [1, 2] . Another important context in which this kind of problem arises is in the remote sensing of atmospheric variables using instruments carried in a satellite [3] [4] [5] [6] , and a final related application in the processing of blurred images obtained from moving cameras [7] .
In our work we focus our attention on sensor motion along a onedimensional track, on which the process to be estimated can be modeled as the output of a finite-dimensional shaping filter. While our general formulation allows for a nonlinear shaping filter, most of our attention will focus on the linear case. As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, models of this type are of use in several applications. On the other hand, by restricting attention to one-dimensional tracks, we can expect to gain only some insights into the issues involved in mapping spatiallydistributed random processes. The multidimensional problem clearly raises many questions which we have not considered and which must be in the future.
Nevertheless, we feel that our study is a valuable step in gaining some understanding into problems of this type.
In particular, the ideas and results thatwe have developed concerning the effect of sensor motion on the estimation problem are of some importance and, in fact, represent the major focus of our work.
The assumption that the random process to be estimated can be modeled as the output of a linear shaping filter is clearly an idealization.
However, it is one that has found great use in practice [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . For example, linear-guassian models for the deviation of a gravitational field from some idealized reference have been developed using both physicallybased models and statistical parameter identification techniques [1, 2] .
The further assumption that the shaping filter model is finite dimensional is also an approximation. For example, physically-based models for the power spectral density of random gravity fluctuations are not rational [1, 2] , and, furthermore, except in certain special cases, the power spectral ' density along a track across a random field will not be rational even if the spectrum for the entire field is rational. Nevertheless, the assumption of finite-dimensionality is one that has met with success in applications, and we have chosen to use this assumption for this reason as well as for the reason of obtaining detailed solutions. The effects of sensor motion on these solutions are particularly clear, and this has facilitated our gaining an understanding of some of the issues that arise in processing data from moving sensors.
A final point concerning the formulation and perspective adopted in this paper relates to the focus on recursive techniques. One of the largest problems to be faced in the analysis of spatially-distributed random data is that of efficient handling of the large amounts of data involved. Since model-based recursive estimation techniques have proven to be extremely efficient for processing time series data, it is natural to ask whether analogs of such techniques exist for spatial data. Thus the main goal of our work has been to gain some understanding into problems of mapping spatially-distributed random fields by considering the onedimensional problem using the tools of recursive estimation theory. In the next section we formulate the basic problem and indicate how sensor speed affects the measurements, while the specialization to the linear case is the topic addressed in Section III. The results of Section III are used in Section IV to formulate an optimal control problem for controlling sensor motion to achieve the best map possible. This formulation is very much in the spirit of the work in [8] on optimal search strategies.
In Section V we extend the results of Section III to include the possibility of motion blur in the observations. Most of the detailed analysis through Section V is for the case of deterministic sensor motion. In Section VI we discuss the effects of random sensor motion, and the paper concludes with a discussion in Section VII of some of the issues we have raised and open problems that need to be examined.
II. Problem Formulation
Let s denote distance along the one-dimensional track, and let the (possibly vector-valued) spatial random process to be estimated be denoted by i(s). Our basic assumption is that E can be modeled as the output of a spatial shaping filter, that is, a stochastic differential equation
where x(O) is a given random variable, independent of the Brownian motion process w which has covariance min (s ,c)
Note that if i(s) has a rational power spectral density, we can always find a linear, space-invariant model of this type.
The spatial process is observed through a sensor that moves in the direction of increasing s with velocity V(t). The velocity may be deterministic or random but is assumed to be positive for all t with probability 1. The equation of motion of the sensor then is
The value of the process ~ being observed at time t then is (s(t)), and the measurements are modeled by*
where E 1 is a Brownian motion process with * We include the subscript "1" here, as we will introduce a second set set of observations in Section VI.
We assume that {I(T1) -S1(2), T 1 > T12 > t} is independent of {s(T) , V(T) , w(s(T)), 0 < T < t} and x(0) and hence of {xi(T), 0 < T < t}.
Since v(t) is positive, s(t) is monotonically increasing and we can define t(s) as the inverse of s(t). We will assume that w(s ) -w(s2), s 1 > s 2 > s, is independent of {s(T)As, Vt -0} U {v(t(s')), 0 < s < s}.* Since 5 is a memoryless function of x, we can combine equations (2.2) and (2.5) to obtain
where x(t) = x(s(t)) (2.8)
c(x(t),s(t),t) = r[h(x(t),s(t)),tJ (2.9)
Our problem then is to estimate the spatial shaping filter state x(s), which satisfies (2.1), (2.3), given the measurements zl specified by (2.6), (2.7), (2.8) and the sensor motion equation (2.4) .
In order to solve this estimation problem, it is necessary to describe the evolution of x(t). To do this * A simpler but more restrictive condition would be that E1 is independent of v,w, and x(O) and that w is independent of v. The less restrictive condition given in the text is included since it allows for the possibility that the sensor velocity v might be chosen to depend upon past observations.
we must utilize the change of time scale formula for diffusion processes 19 .10], An application of this result, which requires v(t) > 0, Vt, wp.l, gives us
where 1n is a Brownian notion process with
EdT t2
The estimation of x(t) is now a standard nonlinear filtering problem, which thus has all of the difficulties associated with that type of problem. A discussion of the general nonlinear case is given in (10] . For the remainder of this paper we will concentrate on the linear case.
III.
Estimation of Linear Spatial Processes with Deterministic Sensor Motion
Suppose that we have a linear process model
and linear observations
In this case the evolution of x(t) is given by
Assuming that v(t) is deterministic and that x(O) is Gaussian with mean x(O) and variance P(O), the conditional mean x(t) of x(t) given
zl(T), T < t can be computed using the Kalman filter
The covariance p(t) of the estimation error (x(t)-x(t)) can be computed off-line from the Riccati equation
PCt) = v(t)[A(s(t))P(t) + P(t)A'(s(t))] + v(t)B(s(t))Q(s(t))B'(s(t)) -P(t)C' (s(t) ,t)C(s(t) ,t)P(t) (3.5)
Note that because of the assumption of deterministic sensor motion, the estimates x(t) can be directly transformed into estimates of the field x(s). That is, x(t(s)) is the optimal estimate of x(s)
given data up to the point s, or, equivalently, time t(s).
The covariance of this estimate is obviously
and, differentiating (3.6) we obtain dM(s)
Examining (3.5) and (3.7) we can see how the speed of the sensor affects the performance of the estimator.
The first two terms on the right-hand sides of (3.5) and (3. Thus we have the physically correct feature that the faster we move, the faster the fluctuations we see in the observed process. Also, we would intuitively expect that the quality of the measurements would also decrease as the sensor velocity is increased. This feature can be deduced from (3.7), where we see that the term that tends to decrease M(s) to account for the observations is inversely proportional to v.
IV. Optimal Mapping via Sensor Motion Control
As we have seen, the motion of the sensor affects the quality of the observations being taken and hence the accuracy of the estimates.
An interesting problem then is the control of sensor speed in order to optimize some measure of the quality of the spatial map that the observations produce.
In this section we look at this problem and formulate an optimal control problem that captures the important features to be considered. We consider only the linear model -deterministic motion problem examined in the preceding section, and, for simplicity, we consider only the scalar case. Extension to the vector case is immediate using the matrix version of the minimum principle We also include a cost on sensor speed to reflect penalties for large velocities, and we assume that we have a fixed time interval [0,T] in which we must traverse the spatial interval [0,s0].
Then, transforming (4.1) to a time integral, we obtain the following optimal control problem. Given the dynamics
with given initial conditions
determine the sensor velocity time history that minimizes
Here, r(t) is a specified positive time function, and S is an arbitrary but fixed positive number, included to insure the positivity of the velocity.
This optimal control problem can be solved by a direct application of the minimum principle [12, 13] . We will consider this application with the inclusion of one more terminal condition:
i.e., a type of "target" terminal estimation error. This terminal condition helps to simplify the two-point boundary value problem that must be solved to determine the optimal control. The free terminal condition problem can, of course, also be considered, but for our demonstration purposes we need only consider the simpler problem.
The Hamiltonian for our problem can now be written as
(See [13] .) The variables D 0 , D 1 (t), D 2 (t) and p(t) are costate variables. The optimal control problem can now be solved in principle by applying the minimum principle [12] to obtain the necessary conditions that characterize the optimal velocity v*(t) and the optimal estimation error covariance p*(t). It is evidently impossible to obtain any algebraic simplification on the set of necessary conditions which, in practice, usually have to be solved numerically on a computer.
There are, however, special cases in which an explicit solution can be obtained, and we now present one such example. Assume the following constant conditions:
In th$is cQase the process -x(s) is a Wiener process, and .t.he choice of q(s) = 1 means that we give equal weight to the accuracy of all parts of our spatial map. Now, assume that the terminal conditions on P and s are so given that they can be met with more than one velocity profile V(t), 0 < t < T. Then, in the case in which V(t)> £ V t, we can derive the following expression for P*(t): where dp* .*2 *3 1 p.4
The derivation of (4.12) is presented in the Appendix. By writing equation (4,12) as P *\ 2 2 = h (P* -) (P* -) (P* -y) (P* -6) The function sn{-,-} is an elliptic function known as the sinus amplitudinus function [15] and it is tabulated in [16). We have now obtained a closed form solution for P*(t), and this enables us to obtain the optimal velocity v*(t) from the Riccati equation, which is given in this case by
V. The Inclusion of Motion Blur
We now suppose that because of its own dynamics, the sensor is not capable of making instantaneous, point measurements. Rather, the sensor output at time t involves a blurring of that part of the spatial process already swept
where we have assumed, for simplicity, a time invariant blur model.
Models of this type were considered in the discrete time case in [7] .
Suppose that the matrix blurring function H is realizable as the impulse response of a finite dimensional linear system.
H(t-T) = Ce G (5.2)
Then we can write
dz (t) = Cy(t)dt + d l(t) (5.3) dy(t) = Fy(t)dt + Gx(t)dt (5.4)
We now have an estimation problem with an augmented state, consisting of x and y, and the optimal filtering equations are
where P(t), the error covariance for the augmented state estimation error can be computed from
(tst (s(t)B(s(t ) )(s(t))B'(s(t)
+ I (t)- P(t) · 1. () st)0 0 0 C'C
VI. The Effect of Imperfectly Known Sensor Motion
The analysis in the last few sections has been aided by the assumption that the trajectory of the sensor was known or perfectly controllable. In this section we indicate some of the complications that arise if this is not the case. We assume that the spatial process is modeled as in (3.3), which is repeated here for convenience:
dx(t) = A(s(t) = A(s (t))(t (t)tdt + B(s(t))v 1 / 2 (t) d ( t) (6.1)
and we assume that the motion of the sensor can be described by Given the model (6.1)-(6.3), we assume that we observe dz l( t) = c(t)x(t)dt + d l ( t) (6.5)
where 2', and 13 are independent Wiener process both independent of E 1 . Our goal is to obtain a spatial map of the process x(s) given the observations Z = {z (T), z 2(), z3(T), T < t} unfortunately, two types of problems occur. First of all, the optimal estimation of x, s, and v is a nonlinear filtering problem, and this is the case even if A, B, and Q do not depend on s and we assume a linear model in (6.3).
The problem is the product terms in (6.1), since v is now random.
Note also that all of the observations contain information about all of the states. For example, the observation zl does yield information concerning the velocity v (and hence the position s). In fact, it is precisely this information that is used in map-matching navigation systems [1, 20] in which position and velocity are deduced by correlating an a priori map of the process x(s) with the observed process z (t).
The second problem centers around the issue of mapping itself.
Recall that t x(t) = E[x(t) t)) z 1
When s(t) was known perfectly, we could associate this estimate with a specific spatial point. That is,
However, when s itself is unknown and must be estimated, we do not have such a simple relationship, and, in fact, we cannot exactly associate x(t) with the estimate of x(s) at any specific point.
To overcome this difficulty, one might consider estimating x(s(t)) where s(t) is measurable with respect to z t (and hence is known when we know the measurements). Such an approach leads to some extremely complex technical problems. For example, one might consider trying to estimate x(s(t)), where
However, we cannot obtain a differential equation for x(s(t)) as we did for x(s(t)). The problem is that in the latter case we changed the time scale of a diffusion process with an increasing process s(t).
In the case of x(s(t)) we want to change the time scale of a diffusion process using another diffusion process . We refer the reader to [10, 17] for further discussion of these technical problemns and several other approaches.
In the remainder of this section we describe one suboptimal estimation scheme that arises naturally from our formulation and from the analysis of the preceding sections. This scheme decouples the sensor location and field estimation problems. Suppose we compute the estimates of v(t) and s(t) using only the observations z 2 and z 3 . If we make the assumption that (6.3) is linear (k(v(t),t)=g), these estimates are calculated by a Kalman filter
where, assuming that f2 and 3 are unit strength and independent, K(t) satisfies the Riccati equation
Having the estimates s(t) and v(t), we now devise an estimate for x(t) assuming that these values of s(t) and v(t) are, in fact, the true values. That is, we implement the Kalman filter of Section III with v and s replaced by v and s. This yields the filter equations
(s(t))P(t) + P(t)A' (s(t))] + v(t)B(s(t))Q(s(t))B' (s(t))
-P(t)C' (s(t),t)C(s(t),t)P(t) (6.14)
Note that the Riccati equation (6.14) must be solved on-line, as the quality of the measurements --as dictated by sensor speed --is estimated on-line. We also associate the estimate x(t) with the point s(t) on our spatial map. In theory, there is no guarantee that s(t) is monotonically increasing but in practice it is very likely to be so because position estimates can often be made very accurately. An evaluation of the performance of this estimator and the development of alternative schemes including those that attempt to extract velocity and position information from the observations zl remain for the future.
VII. Conclusions
In this paper we have formulated and studied the problem of estimating a one-dimensional time invariant spatial random process given observations from a moving point sensor. Our formulation has -21-allowed us to study the effects of sensor motion on the quality of the observations and on the estimation problem itself. This has led us to consider the problem of optimally controlling the velocity of the sensor and to study the effects of uncertainties in our knowledge of sensor location and speed. In addition, we have shown how our formulation can be extended to allow for the effects of sensor blurring.
As mentioned in the introduction, our purpose here has been to expose some of the key issues involved and to provide a foundation for further, more advanced studies. Several extensions and related problems directly come out of the questions we have studied. An obvious area for further work is in the study of the nature and structure of the optimal velocity control problem discussed in Section IV. In addition, one might also wish to consider the problem in which the control variable is sensor acceleration. In this case v is a state variable, and, because of (4.7), we have a state-constrained optimal control problem. Also, in the nonlinear case or the uncertain motion problem of Section VI, the optimal velocity or acceleration problem becomes one of on-line stochastic control. The structure of such controllers should be investigated, as should the performance of the estimator suggested in Section VI either by analysis or by simulations.
Another variation that brings us closer to a realistic formulation for many problems, is to replace the filtered covariance P(t) in the mapping criterion (4.2) with the smoothed covariance, i.e., we In the introduction we mentioned that the sensor motion control problem is similar in spirit to the results in [8] on optimal search problems.
In the formulations in [8] one is interested in determining strategies for searching a region for some object, given a specification of the probability of the detection of the object in a subset of the region as a function of the amount of energy put into searching that subset. In our formulation the velocity-estimation error covariance relationship plays the role of the search energy-probability of detection specification. Given this observation an interesting problem is the following: suppose we modify the description of x(s) as in (3.1)
by allowing for one or more jumps in the value of x(s) at unknown locations; determine the optimal search procedure --i.e. velocity profile --to locate these jumps.
Here again one might imagine on-line procedures, where we may choose to reverse direction to look at a given region more carefully once we've satisfied ourselves that no jumps are present outside that region. In this case some of the techniques for the detection of failures and other abrupt changes may be of value [19] .
As mentioned in Section VI, the problem of estimation when sensor motion is uncertain represents a difficult challenge. Not only should the suboptimal estimator discussed be studied, but there is certainly a need for the development of other estimation systems. Of particular importance is the problem of estimating s(t) and v(t) given the sensor measurements zl(t). As we discussed earlier, this is a problem of potentially great practical significance for map-matching navigation systems. Another important possibility is to allow the spatial process to directly affect sensor motion [10, 18] . This might arise, for example if the spatial process were a force field (such as a gravitational field) and our only observations were of the motion of the "sensor" (i.e., only z 2 and z 3 of Section VI). In this case it is the field x(s) which is observed only indirectly through its influence on v (t) and s(t).
-24- Since we assume that the terminal conditions on P and s are so given that they can be met with more than one velocity profile v(t), 0 < t < T, we can set In the case when v(t) > E, we set 1 P*3)dP*(A.14) An integration gives equation 4.12).
An integration gives equation (4.12) .
